
MIDDLE EASTERN FOOD

Blogger Bethany Kehdy of carriagehouseautoresto.com dishes on the 20 best Middle Eastern foods.

Tabouleh Parsley as you've never had it before. In addition, the honored guest sits on the side of the table
farthest from the door. People smoke between courses during dinner. People are obsessed with Mediterranean
and Middle Eastern food, and fast-casual chains are capitalizing on it. Many vegetables are similarly stuffed
and stewed or baked, such as squash, onion, tomato, eggplant, peppers, and even carrots. Green fava are
cooked like other green beans, boiled and dressed in oil, or stewed with meat. If your palate was confined to
American food, then it was seen as exotic. Even left-handed people eat only with the right hand. Food is
served in various platters and dishes at a dining table, served in plates, and eaten with cutlery, as is the
European tradition. Typically, a stew will include a small amount of cinnamon , nutmeg , cloves , cumin , and
coriander. In the Arab region, you'll find them in cylinder shapes, often on a stick. Bread is a universal
stapleâ€”eaten in one form or another by all classes and groupsâ€”practically at every meal. Thyme and thyme
blends za'atar are common in Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Palestine and Israel, and a mixture of dried thyme and
sumac crushed sour berries is a common breakfast item with oil and bread. While there are certainly
similarities, the culinary traditions of the Middle Eastâ€”from Egypt in the west and Turkey in the north to
Iran in the east and Yemen in the southâ€”embody tastes and textures different from those of the
Mediterranean foods of Europe and North Africa. Falafel is typically made with ground chickpeas, onions,
parsley, garlic, spices, and other ingredients, rolled into a ball and typically deep fried. If a guest does not
leave food on his plate, the host generally fills it immediately. Typically, dishes are served according to
savoury or sweet, rather than in courses. The combined companies will have restaurants across 24 states.
Similar to baba ghanoush, the dip offers a similar consistency with an eggplant kick. Since the Qur'an forbids
alcohol consumption, wine and other drinks are made in countries such as Lebanon , where vineyards like
Chateau Ksara , Chateau Kefraya and Chateau Masaya have gained international fame for their wines.
Fast-casual restaurants serving Middle Eastern food and Mediterranean food are suddenly everywhere in the
US.


